Digital Marketing Toolkit

Helping tourism businesses make the most of online channels
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Introduction

Digital marketing spans anything you do to advertise your business using digital technologies, including social media and search engine platforms.

Today’s consumers are now more likely to see online marketing messages than traditional adverts. As of 2016, more than four-fifths (80%) of British adults owned a smartphone and OFCOM reported that 88% of all UK households had internet access at the end of the same year.

The VisitEngland Digital Marketing Toolkit will help improve your understanding of digital marketing and how you can use it to promote your business.

How can digital marketing help my business?

Today, most people will research a place to stay and visit online before deciding to book or visit. If your business is visible when they make a search, they can discover all they need to know about what you can offer.

• Digital marketing allows you to target specific online audiences. Traditional marketing methods may not give you as much control over who sees your advert or messaging. By using digital methods, such as SEO (Search Engine Optimisation), pay-per-click (PPC) and social media advertising, you can tailor your content to reach your core customer base.

How much time do I need for digital marketing?

The time it takes you to conduct digital marketing will depend on numerous factors; some businesses will have staff dedicated to it, while others may have to add it to a list of other tasks. Although you may put the same information into an online advert as you would into traditional marketing such as print or radio, it may take you a little time to get used to using digital technology.

You may also need more time to analyse the results, something that digital marketing allows you to do in a far more comprehensive fashion than traditional marketing. The processes will become quicker with practice, but to maximise return, the same level of planning and effort would be required as for your other marketing avenues. This type of marketing may in time replace the more traditional forms which will save time.

It might be a good idea to decide early on how much time you can dedicate to digital marketing and stick to it so that it becomes a regular part of the running of your tourist business or attraction.

Digital marketing is becoming more popular and more frequently used, so the marketing plans for using it are constantly evolving. This toolkit will cover the basics and give you some next steps to take once you have mastered them. We will also provide examples of how tourism businesses can implement digital marketing to help them grow.

Traditional marketing methods may not give you as much control over who sees your advert or messaging.

Case Study

Letheringham Mill

Jacqui and Richard Gooding run Letheringham Mill, an award winning, five-star boutique accommodation business in Suffolk that is also dog-friendly. They started the business in June 2015 and currently employ five part-time staff.

“It’s extremely important to the success of your business to engage in the easier options of digital marketing. For example, you need your own website, and seriously consider Facebook and Instagram, as customers at all levels expect to find you there - I’ve been amazed how much this has impacted our business. We are busy with a steady flow of enquiries and booking now into next year — we can’t see any other reason for this than the increased digital marketing input from us.”
You should think of your website as a place where all the information is accessible to your customers 24/7, even when your office or attraction is closed.

Structure

The structure of your website is laid out in a site map, which can help you decide how many pages you need to communicate all the information about your business in a clear and effective way.

To help you begin to plan your website, consider:

- What does your business do or offer?
- Do you want to include the ability for customers to book online?
- How often will you have time to update information on your site?
- How much photography or imagery will you include?

You can choose to build the website yourself, or hire someone to do this, but it's important that it stays up-to-date either way. Even if you choose to pay a designer to build your website, you can update it yourself. An out of date website, or one with incorrect details, could put off potential customers.

The easier it is for people to use your website and navigate around it, the more likely they are to book with you or buy your products and services. It will also help your website to rank higher in the list of search engine results. Read our SEO section for more detail.

Another important factor to consider when you design your site is responsive design. According to official Google statements, more than 50% of search queries globally now come from mobile devices. Responsive design means that your website can respond to the device that it is accessed on and provide a consistent user experience whether from a mobile, tablet, or desktop device. People should be able to use your site the same way on a mobile as they do on a computer.

Resources

Yoast's "Ultimate Guide to Site Structure" explains in detail why it is so important.

Kissmetrics blog post "How to Create a Site Structure That Will Enhance SEO" breaks down how to plan your site in six steps.

MOZ provides more information on responsive design in their post "The SEO of Responsive Web Design".

Checklist

- Decide how many pages your website needs, what each one is for and the information it will contain.
- Make sure any contact information is correct and updated if necessary.
- Decide how much imagery you will include on your site and make sure any images or photography are of good quality, optimised for use online, and do not breach any permissions or copyright laws. The Video and photography section covers the details.
- Don't duplicate content – having pages that are all very similar will confuse search engines when they are trying to decide which is the most important and could affect how high they rate you in a search.
- Follow a step-by-step guide to structuring if you are new to setting up a website.
- Ensure your site is fully accessible. Website Accessibility is the inclusive practice of removing barriers that prevent interaction with, or access to websites, by disabled people. All users should have equal access to information and functionality.
Managing content

Behind most websites is a Content Management System or CMS. You will most likely use a CMS instead of building a website from scratch using coding (a language used and read by computers to build software and sites). There are different CMS platforms available, so choosing one that feels the most comfortable will help you. A CMS provides an editable layer behind your website, so you can update it with the information you want to share with your customers.

In most cases, you don’t have to have any technical training or be able to use complex code to use a CMS system. The most commonly used CMS platforms that you might have heard of are Wordpress, Kentico and Drupal, but there are many others.

Once you have decided on the structure of your site and what information it will hold on each page, the CMS you choose will give you the space to insert it and keep it up to date. It’s a good idea to think about who will be doing this, will it be just one person or a team? This could determine which CMS you decide to use.

Other things to consider when selecting a CMS are:

- What do you want it to do? Some CMS platforms will give you more control and options than others.
- What’s your budget? Decide how much you are willing to spend on a CMS with the features your business will most benefit from.
- How much time can you dedicate to learning to operate and use the CMS to keep your website fresh? Some may take more time than others.
- Security – some CMS platforms are controlled by a limited number of people who code the different features you can use (known as proprietary CMS). Others are called open source, which means that anyone can add features, which may open up potential security issues; however, open source platforms tend to provide more cost-effective functionality.

Once you’ve selected a CMS based on its cost, features and usability, you need to make sure you can access it from the web. Your domain name is the name you use to find your website on the internet, for example: mulberrycottage.co.uk.

Your website will be ‘hosted’ on a special type of computer, called a server. There are two main choices for accessing your CMS. Firstly, you can usually pay a third-party company to host and deliver the CMS for you based on a monthly fee, which is where your budget factor comes in. Alternatively, you could opt to buy your own server to display and host your CMS. This can be a physical or virtual server depending on your preferences. If you are a small business, the first option is more likely to be the right choice for you. You will pay a monthly fee to access your CMS and host the website, without the overhead of maintaining the web server yourself.

Resources

- Read the ‘How to Choose a Domain Name’ article from MOZ to help you decide on the best name possible.
- If coding isn’t something you are comfortable with, ‘A Beginners Guide to Content Management Systems’ from BeginnerTuts.com is a great way to learn how to get started using a CMS that’s right for you.
- The blog from Commonplaces Interactive has a post entitled ‘How to Choose the Right CMS for Your Organization’ which gives you three considerations to make when selecting a CMS.
- If you want to see a comparison of some of the most popular CMS platforms out there, TemplateMonster’s blog post ‘How to Choose the Right CMS for my Website’ is a good place to see a breakdown of what they offer.
Case Study

GoApe

Go Ape has been operating for 16 years. Here, their Digital Manager Sophie explains how important up-to-date content is to Go Ape and how they developed the site.

“The Go Ape website has evolved over the last 16 years from basic platforms to more a comprehensive CMS. We have used external companies and an internal IT team to develop and maintain the Go Ape website. It is updated frequently – as a seasonal business with 32 locations and a blog, we like to ensure the content is timely and relevant. This can be anything from changing imagery or videos to match the seasons, to altering opening hours and of course, those all-important campaign landing pages.

A content calendar is prepared in advance, so it is clear what will be changed, where and why. In addition, Go Ape has produced ‘Tone of Voice’ documents to ensure content is tailored towards the correct customer set.”

do and provides a useful comparison chart comparing popular CMS platforms.

If you run a larger tourism business, you may have more people available to dedicate their time to running your website. They may want to expand their knowledge or have existing skills that allow them to explore more options when it comes to how you host and run your website and CMS. ‘Physical Sever vs Virtual Server: All you Need to Know’ from RoseHosting goes into greater detail on the types of server available.

Read RNIB’s blog post ‘How can I ensure that my website is accessible?’ to ensure you are making it as accessible as possible.

Taking bookings on your website

Adding online booking features to your site can make it easier for customers to choose your business over others, or book with you directly rather than through an Online Travel Agent. It’s important to keep customers on your website, but enabling them to book using it could make the difference between them going to look elsewhere, or choosing you right there and then.

For the majority of accommodation providers, the ability to take online bookings is increasingly essential. There are three ways to take online bookings for your business:

- Booking software embedded within your website, which a customer can access if they come to you directly.
- Online Travel Agents.
- Internet Booking Engines, which provide booking functionality and update availability across multiple platforms.

Internet Booking Engines (IBEs) manage your bookings across many different platforms. In doing so, they help to reduce the chances of double-bookings by automatically updating your availability across all of your online listings when a booking is made.

Popular IBEs include eviivo, freetobook, Guest Link, Little Hotelier, SiteMinder and Q Book. When choosing your IBE provider, it is advisable to select one that integrates with the major Online Travel Agents, including TripAdvisor.

Checklist

✓ Compare different IBEs and their associated costs. If you only receive a handful of bookings a month, you may be better off with an IBE that only charges you for each booking, whereas a monthly fee may be more cost effective for larger establishments.

✓ Check your chosen IBE provider integrates with major online booking platforms, such as TripAdvisor.

✓ Ensure visitors to your website can book from every page, ideally in three clicks or less.
Some IBEs offer a free booking engine and charge a commission for each booking. However, if the booking comes via an Online Travel Agent website (such as booking.com), you will still have to pay commission to them as well. Other IBEs will charge a flat monthly fee, regardless of how many bookings are taken. It is advisable to compare payment terms carefully, as some providers will only transfer the guest’s payment once their stay is completed.

Resources
IBEs often publish blog posts to inform accommodation providers, as well as sell their own services.

Siteminder has a downloadable guide 'How to choose the best online booking engine: A guide for independent hoteliers'.

Little Hotelier has also published several articles related to online booking systems in their resource hub.

For the majority of accommodation providers, the ability to take online bookings is increasingly essential.

Google Analytics

In basic terms, Google Analytics (GA) is a powerful application for tracking what's happening when people visit and use your website. A lot of CMS systems are automatically integrated with GA, so you can start using it as soon as your website is published.

Google Analytics can tell you what's driving people (traffic) to your website, which pages they land on and how long they stay there, plus you can see which country your visitors are from, which operating system they use and much more. GA can also track traffic from places you have placed adverts, helping you to track success of any online marketing activity.

Using GA can help you to make decisions on changes to drive more people to visit your website, make purchases, or choose your business over another.

Why use Google Analytics?
• It’s a free and easy-to-use tool for finding out how your website is performing. You can use the information it provides to make changes to what your website does and how it is structured.
• You can customise the data to focus in on specific points. For example, you may want to concentrate on how popular a particular page is, or the average time a person spends on your site.

Because GA is run by Google, it integrates well with other platforms such as AdWords, which is covered later in the toolkit. It’s easy to use and you can set up various

GoApe

Go Ape rely on Google Analytics to find out how successful their site is.

“’We use different measurements of success depending on the original objective and marketing channels used. We analyse engagement metrics such as bounce rate (the percentage of visitors to a website who leave after viewing only one page) and the time spent on the page. It’s very much about the customer journey, which is where navigation reports and multi-channel funnel analytics become important. We use these to get a more detailed idea of how people finally convert on the Go Ape site, which then helps to identify how valuable content has been in relation to overall performance. For the most part, Google Analytics is the primary source of measurable data’.”

Scyther5, iStock
dashboards - these are customisable panels that you can set up to quickly access information that’s important or relevant to you and your business.

There is also a feature that allows you to set up custom alerts, so if traffic to your website changes drastically and you don’t have time to check your reports, you can receive an automatic notification of changes.

**Resources**
Read Google’s Digital Garage guide ‘Get Started with Analytics’ to learn more about the topic. Google Digital Garage is also a fantastic resource for learning all about starting and growing a digital business.

Read MOZ’s ‘The Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Google Analytics’ for a full breakdown.

---

**Checklist**

- Read guides on how to get set up and use the tool. Don’t worry if it seems too much at first, you can customise the information you want to see at a later date.

- After you’ve seen what GA can do, decide which information is going to be the most relevant to your business and focus your attention there.

- Use the information to help you make decisions on what you could change or improve on your website.

---

Google Analytics can tell you what’s driving people (traffic) to your website, which pages they land on and how long they stay there.

When you first begin to use GA it can seem like a lot of information to take in. “3 Metrics Google Analytics Beginners Should Watch from Search Engine Land” focuses on the three metrics (measurements) a beginner should keep an eye on, so you can get started with understanding your site’s performance.

The “Six Metrics Every Business Should Be Tracking” article from Loginradius tackles the ‘information overload’ you might face when using GA, and suggests six metrics that every business could focus on to get the most out of the tool.
Content

If you have a website, it needs content to make it interesting and attractive. This can come as a blog, picture gallery, contact information or FAQ page, but the aim is always to give your customer as much relevant information as possible and help them to choose your business over competitors.

Video and photography

Photos and videos are proven to help people remember information. A study entitled ‘Vision Trumps all Other Senses’ by developmental molecular biologist Dr John Medina revealed that when people hear information, they’re likely to remember only 10% of it three days later. But if a relevant image is paired with that same information, people retained 65% of the information in it three days later. Your site may be more likely to stick in customers’ minds if it has strong visual elements alongside written information.

Other reasons why photos and videos are important to your website include:

- Images will help tell a story about your brand, location and business.
- Including pictures can also have an effect on where your site appears in search results. This means they must include details that help search engines recognise them as images that support the information on your site, such as alt-text.
- Website images make it easier for people to share your content through social media channels, which could help to get your business seen by more potential customers.

Case Study

Letheringham Mill

Jacqui and Richard Gooding at Letheringham Mill recognise the importance of good imagery, but also use it in a clever way.

“If you have a good supply of images (as we do) you can create stories, blog posts or social posts from reviews left in the visitor book or things that happen at your locations — for us, that’s things like new puppies or ducklings at the mill, or when we update the décor in one of our cottages. Although we use a professional photographer, guests say it’s better in real life and the photos don’t do us justice!”

As well as making your website more attractive and memorable, images and video content could help your site to rank better in search engine results. If your visual content is properly labelled using captions that are ‘search friendly’ (relevant terms that people might be using when they search for your kind of business), search engines will see your content as more relevant. Adding alt-text (text that is usually added to an image within the CMS of a website to describe the contents of the image) can also aid in search engine ranking, as it helps search engines to understand what’s in an image and whether it’s relevant to a search.

You have a number of options for including visual content, for instance: You could have professional photos taken, take them yourself or set up an account on Instagram and use the feed on your website to automatically update your site with images you add to the social media platform. You can find out more about using Instagram in the Social media section of the toolkit.

When it comes to videos, a good place to get started would be on YouTube. This is a social media platform where you can upload video content onto your very own channel. You can then look to use your website CMS to make the video appear on your website. We look at YouTube in the Social media section too.

As well as making your website more attractive and memorable, images and video content could help your site to rank better in search engine results.
Checklist

✓ Make sure you use good quality photos and videos that show off the best of your business and its location.

✓ If you don’t feel confident taking the photos or filming yourself, it could be worth employing a professional to do it for you. Remember to factor this into your digital marketing budget.

✓ If you do choose to use any stock imagery, check that it isn’t copyrighted and that you aren’t using a frequently used image that your competitors also have on their site.

✓ Remember that video content will take up more of your time than a few well placed, good-quality photos. If you don’t have a lot of it, it might be best to focus on photography first, before branching out into videos.

✓ Tag images with Alt-text in your CMS to improve search-ability and site accessibility.

Resources

For more information on why images are important when you’re planning your website and deciding how it will look, read ‘Why Images Are an Important Part of Your Website Strategy’ from Yellow Pages for Business.

The ‘42 Visual Content Marketing Statistics You Should Know in 2017’ article from Hubspot also highlights some priorities businesses should be making when it comes to using images in their content.

If you decide to take the pictures yourself, read ‘Tips on Taking Website Pictures For Your Small Business Website’ by Small Business Websites, LLC.

Checklist

✓ Consider how much time it will take you to write a blog. If it’s not possible to write longer posts it might be better to try shorter ones, but in a more regular time-frame. If a commitment to regular posting isn’t feasible, blogging just may not be right for you and your business.

✓ Use other blogs as inspiration for topics you could cover or would help your customers know more about your business.

Blogs

A blog is a regularly updated page on a website, usually written in a more informal style, that can be an incredibly powerful digital marketing tool. Every time you write a blog post, it becomes another indexed page on your website that a search engine can use to drive people to your site. A regularly updated blog will also signify to search engines that your website is active and encourage them to check back more frequently to review your content and rank it.

One of the most important factors with blogging is time. How regularly you post is something you should decide early on and try to stick to. Once a month may be a good starting point for publishing blog posts if your business is on the smaller side, while larger tourism businesses may have the resource to publish more. However, consistent updating, whether you decide on once a month, once a week, or somewhere in between, is an important factor.

Reasons to include a blog on your website:

• You may be able to convert the traffic coming to your website via the blog by including a call to action (CTA). This is essentially a button that will guide them to perform an action like making a booking, purchase, or enquiry.

• Blogs can help your website appear authoritative. You can write content that answers common questions, helps customers understand something, or solves problems (like things to do on a rainy day in your location).

• Blogs drive long-term results. Once you have posted a blog it begins to be ranked by search engines and it continues to do this for weeks, months and even years. This kind of content is called ‘evergreen’ content.

A regularly updated blog will also signify to search engines that your website is active

Blogging can help you to update your website more regularly. You are unlikely to be changing the content on some of your pages for example an ‘about us’ page or the location of your attraction, but a blog is something you can use to tell people about things that are happening seasonally or show a little behind the scenes to interest and inform customers. You can also answer questions or discuss issues that will help people to see your business as authoritative, helpful and one that they can trust.

Cathy Wang, Cathycracks.com, Moment
One of the most important factors with blogging is time. How regularly you post is something you should decide early on and try to stick to.

As a tourism business, it is particularly important for you to be aware of the benefits of blogging. Tourism eSchool’s post *9 Reasons Why Blogging is Essential for Tourism Businesses* details the most important reasons and includes examples.

The Hubspot article *Why Blog? The Benefits of Blogging for Business and Marketing* expands on all the reasons you should blog as a business.

**Email**

Although a lot of digital marketing is conducted through [Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)](https://visitengland.org/businessadvice) and [social media campaigns](https://visitengland.org/businessadvice), email remains a popular way to reach your customers.

Using emails to market to customers allows you to include a variety of information in one space (whereas some social media platforms like Twitter have a character limit), plus the information you can gain from asking questions or sending surveys through email can be valuable and inform your digital marketing strategy over time.

Most people check their emails at least once a day and over 50% of people open emails on a mobile device, therefore it is important to ensure that your email templates are optimised for mobile. Similar to considering responsive design when building a website (see the Website Structure section), you need to take into consideration how customers can easily read your emails on their mobile devices as well as computer.

A common way you might use email marketing is through a newsletter. By having a monthly newsletter that people can sign up to through your website, you are able to reach the people who are willing to sign up and receive news, offers and more information about your business, as opposed to people who may follow you on social media but not actually want to receive extra information they can’t see on your site or feeds.

When exploring email marketing consider:

- You may want to use an email marketing tool like Mailchimp to send reminders,
- Try a ‘lead magnet’, offering something in return for a customer’s email address that you can then use to send them further information. This could be a free trial of a service, a discount on a product or coupon.
- [The General Data Protection Regulation (or GDPR)](https://visitengland.org/businessadvice) has an effect on email marketing, including the legal gathering of personal data and individuals’ right to privacy. Familiarise yourself with the regulation before getting started with email marketing.

Resources

For more detail on calls to action (CTAs) read [The Balance’s blog post](https://visitengland.org/businessadvice) *What is a Call To Action and How Do I Make One?*
You need to make sure you can put in enough time to develop emails that will perform well and help you reach the goals you have set for this particular strand of your digital marketing strategy.

**Resources**

Read MOZ’s ‘5 Tips to Make Your Brand an Email Response Rockstar’ to practice sending more effective emails to customers.

We mentioned that using emails is part of a larger concept: marketing automation. The article ‘A Beginner’s Guide to Marketing Automation’ from MOZ will show you how extensive this aspect of digital marketing can be.

**Checklist**

- Ensure that you adhere to any relevant GDPR compliance when gaining and holding customer details (whether email, phone, address, etc).
- Make sure your emails are valuable to your customer and don’t come across as spam or intrusive.
- Make sure your headline clearly describes the content of your email.
- Is your subject line brief, clear and to the point?
- Use bullet points to help the reader’s eye quickly scan what they will get from this contact with your business.
- Include images or other attractive visuals in your emails. This will help customers to remember your messaging.
- Avoid overly salesy language that may come across as disingenuous and discourage people from trusting your business to provide something useful.

Using an email marketing service provider will save you some time, but email is another aspect of digital marketing that takes time to get right and is constantly changing as customers’ needs develop and the way businesses engage with customers shifts.
Google is perhaps best known as a search engine, but the company also has tools that you can use to benefit your business. When people search for your business, or the products and services you offer, the results are ranked in what Google determines to be an order relevant to that search. The more relevant you are digitally, the higher you will appear in the search results, and the more likely it will be that your business will be seen by potential customers.

To help you understand and expand your presence online, you can learn more about using Google’s tools and how they can benefit your digital marketing campaigns. In this section, we explore Google My Business, SEO and AdWords.

Google My Business

Google My Business (also sometimes abbreviated as ‘GMB’) is a free tool that can help you manage the information that people see when they search Google for your business or the products and services that you offer. By registering your company and its location and verifying it with Google, this adds credibility in Google’s eyes and helps people to find your business when they are searching online. Customers can leave reviews and you are able to respond and interact with them.

Why you should use Google My Business:

- It gives your business a credible space where customers can see important business information like your opening hours, contact details and location, as well as images and a link to your website.
- You can read customer reviews to get insight and feedback on what they think of your business – and importantly, you can respond to these reviews and engage with customers.
- A well-optimised GMB listing can lead to a better presence in search results. GMB listings are displayed above the standard search results, which means the businesses shown there can gain more attention.

Google My Business serves two important purposes: to help business owners increase their online visibility and to help people find and review businesses in their local area.

Google My Business serves two important purposes: to help business owners increase their online visibility and to help people find and review businesses in their local area.

Checklist

- Complete all the information Google asks for - your listing will have valuable data that will make it easier for potential customers to find your company. And if you don’t fill that information in, someone else could. Anyone can suggest an edit to your business listing including your competitors; however, provided you created or claimed your listing, you will be able to review edits and revert back to previous correct information.
- Use GMB Posts – these are free and act like mini ads you can use to promote new products or seasonal offers.
- Use Google’s booking button – if you have online booking software, you can connect it to your GMB listing and allow customers to book directly this way too.
- Allow customers to ask you questions through the Questions&Answers tool available. Remember that you need to login to the GMB dashboard to see if you have any new questions that need answering. For more information read the “PushON” blog post Google My Business Questions and Answers Feature.
- If customers leave reviews for you — good or bad — make sure you respond to them (see more on reviews in the TripAdvisor section).

Resources

Google has its own guidelines for representing your business on Google, to help you make the most of the platform.
SEO

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is the name given to the process of increasing the likelihood that your website will be seen and indexed well by search engines. When people search for something using a search engine, the results are ranked in order of how useful and relevant they are for that person’s question, or the terms they used to search. A well-structured site (see the Structure section), with content (see the Content section) that is useful to a customer will appear higher up in the list of results than one that is poorly put together or has content that Google thinks won’t be useful or relevant to the person searching.

SEO is far more complicated than this and can take a while to get to grips with. Google is just one of the search engines that will rank your business website, but it currently is leading in terms of market share at over 80%.

Important things to consider when thinking about SEO:

- A well-structured website is essential, and a way to highlight this to search engines is to create a sitemap that search engines will use to understand your site as a whole.
- The content on your site should help demonstrate why a customer should choose you and be useful to them.
- Links to (and from) other well-constructed sites will help to give your website authority and make it considered more relevant.
- Reviews and testimonials also help with the credibility of your business’ online presence.

SEO essentially involves making sure that your website is visible to as many people as possible. If you keep it up to date, relevant and helpful to your customers, it is more likely to be ranked well by a search engine. Although people may find your website through social media, most traffic will come from one of the major search engines like Google, Bing and Yahoo! so it’s good to have a basic understanding of how they work and how they will view your site.

For example, the way that Google ranks your site depends on a lot of factors. In fact, Google’s complex ranking algorithm has over 200 ranking factors that it uses to decide how high up in the results your business might appear. Read Backlinko’s ‘200 Ranking Factors: The Complete List’ to see them all.

A well-structured site, with content that is useful to a customer will appear higher up in the list of results than one that is poorly put together or has content that Google thinks won’t be useful or relevant to the person searching.

Resources

A great place to start if you are new to SEO or simply want to refresh your knowledge is ‘The Beginners Guide to SEO’ from Moz.

Checklist

- Read as much as you can about SEO or the aspects of it you find trickier to understand so you know what you need to do with your website.
- Install Google Analytics to gain an insight into who is visiting your site, to give you an idea of your online customer base and who you need to target your content towards.
- Find out how fast your site is, using a tool like Google’s PageSpeed Insights, to make sure it loads quickly enough for a user. If your site takes more than two to four seconds to load, your visitor may move on. If your site is slow to load, PageSpeed Insights or similar should provide details of what is causing the slow speed so that you can address these issues.
- Make sure the CMS you are using is compatible with SEO tools, so you can format any content you add to the site and make it search engine friendly. Not only does it show that you appreciate feedback, it also shows potential customers that you care.
AdWords

While organic SEO practices can be applied to your website to aid your search engine rankings, you can also pay to advertise on many of the search engines. Paid search advertising allows you to choose user search terms you want to show ads for and bid on them on a cost-per-click basis.

Keywords that are searched for will result in paid adverts being shown alongside organic results, and you will only pay if someone clicks on your ad. These ads normally appear at the top of a search engine results page, or to the side, and have looked increasingly more like organic results over time. At the moment, Google places a small green ‘Ad’ label on them.

Google AdWords (commonly referred to simply as AdWords) is an online advertising service developed by Google and is just one of many tools used as part of paid search. You set a budget, bid on your chosen keywords and pay for any clicks on any of your ads that are shown.

Some of the benefits of using AdWords:

- You can target specific groups of people, define the keywords you want to appear for and decide the messaging that you want to display. This gives you the potential to appear at the top of Google search results for specific keywords.
- Along with the main ad text, AdWords offers a number of ‘extensions’ which you can use to increase the size of your ad, thus allowing you to capture more of the ad space in search results. Extensions include options such as sitelink extensions (these sit below your ad and link to specific pages on your site) and location extensions (by linking your AdWords account to your Google My Business account, you can pull through your location to ads).
- You have complete control over your daily budget and maximum cost per click.
- There are a variety of targeting adjustment options including region, time of day and day of the week – and you can set your account to automatically bid higher or lower for people in particular groups.
- You can target those who already have shown an interest in your business and are potentially more likely to convert into sales.

The more you bid to pay-per-click (PPC), the more likely your ad will appear in the search results. However, this is not the only factor that determines where it is placed. It isn’t as simple as the highest bidder wins the highest place. Google also checks to see whether your advert is relevant and useful, and reviews how many times the ad has previously been clicked on and the other search terms it uses. It gives it a rating called a Quality Score and this has a large effect on where your ad appears in the results. The higher the Quality Score, the better.

Although a useful tool, AdWords can be time consuming to set up and to monitor. However, you can link it to your GA account to make its success easier to track.

Resources

When getting started using Google’s tools in your digital marketing, Google Digital Garage is a fantastic resource. Learn about the tools you might use for your business through their online courses and training or simply read more about how you can use Google for support in digital marketing.

Read the "What is Google AdWords and how does it work?" article by eConsultancy that outlines how it works plus potential drawbacks and alternatives.

Checklist

✓ Consider more than one metric to make sure your advert reaches the most people possible. Look at how users are engaging with your ads as well as converting on your site.
✓ Align your AdWords account structure to your website structure. You’ll already be familiar with the layout of your site and know where to find relevant products etc. so it will help you to create the ads that represent certain products or services on your site too.
✓ Remember to include a call to action to encourage someone to do something next, for example ‘order now’ or ‘search here for…’
✓ Make sure that if someone clicks on the ad it takes them to the most appropriate landing page that gives them all the relevant information that they need.

Keywords that are searched for will result in paid adverts being shown alongside organic results and you will only pay if someone clicks on your ad.

While AdWords can take a while to understand fully, before you start a campaign it is important to check that you are set up correctly. Use LunaMetric’s "Google AdWords Campaign Setup Checklist" as a reference whenever you are using the tool.

If you’re already using Google AdWords, but would be interested in learning more and making more of the service, read ‘The Ultimate Guide to Finding Opportunities in Adwords’ by MOZ which is filled with useful tips.
Social media

Social media is a phrase used to describe platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. While many people use social media for sharing personal information, it can also be a powerful tool for a business as it’s a great way to reach and engage with customers. There are a few different platforms, each with a different way of sharing information; for example, some are more visual, like Instagram, Snapchat and Pinterest, whereas Twitter and Facebook use text and links to webpages to put across messages.

Social platforms

Some of the most frequently used social media platforms are: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn, Snapchat and YouTube. All of them encourage users to share information with others but each has a slightly different approach.

Facebook is a great place to start with digital marketing through a social media platform, especially if you already have a Facebook page that you use personally. You can set up a business page that links directly to your website. Not only can this be a place where you share news and company information, but you also have the ability to allow people to make a booking, leave reviews, and interact directly with you.

Twitter is a platform where people typically share breaking news and opinion pieces in the form of ‘Tweets’ which are posts that only contain up to 280 characters. Most contain hashtags # as using these allows users to follow specific topics and conversations.

Instagram allows users to edit and share photos as well as videos. It’s primarily used on mobile devices because it requires you to have a camera phone. You create a profile, then upload pictures with captions underneath. The app allows you to put ‘filters’ on the images or change the lighting or focus etc. to make them more attractive, making it a great platform for creative industries. You don’t need Facebook to run an Instagram account; however, Facebook owns Instagram, which allows for some integration between the two platforms, especially when running advertising on either of the two platforms.

Pinterest allows you to create virtual pin boards with images that often link through to other websites or places that you can buy products. You can categorise the boards and name them however you like. People often go to Pinterest for inspiration, so this could be a great way to share pictures of your venue, hotel or attraction and make sure it links to your website to drive traffic.

LinkedIn is possibly the least consumer-facing platform and probably isn’t the best way to connect with customers. However, it is a great way to talk with other businesses and share the more corporate aspects of your business.

Snapchat is an app that lets you share images and videos with other users, much like Instagram; however, one of its core concepts is that any pictures, videos or messages you send are only available for a short time before they become inaccessible. The temporary nature of what you send is thought to encourage a more natural flow of interaction.

According to Hootsuite, Snapchat has over 100 million daily active users and is the most frequently used platform for 12-24 year olds. If a younger demographic is part of your target audience, increasing your social media presence using Snapchat for business could help you reach them.

Like every aspect of digital marketing, social media takes time.

Case Study

Go Ape

For Go Ape social media is a vital component of their digital marketing strategy.

“Go Ape’s ‘digital jungle’ includes Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, Snapchat and TripAdvisor. In terms of content for these social platforms, we find it incredibly easy. We’re inundated with user generated content – video and photography – which lends itself to being shared on social media.

From a reach/engagement point of view, video content always works incredibly hard for us. Historically, ticket giveaways have allowed us to expand our marketing across the UK market and always have strong reach via comments and shares, but with recent changes to Facebook algorithms, the objective of this will move from gaining visibility to customer surprise and delight. Using data insights from the different social tools, as well as other data analysis and business intelligence, we know that not all content is fit for all channels, so the aim of social is to diversify and appeal to key target audiences.”

Omkar Patyane, Pexels
Larger businesses with greater budget for advertising have used Snapchat’s Snap Ads. These are 10 second video ads that appear between stories on Snapchat. These help build brand awareness and promote businesses to users of the platform.

**YouTube** is where users can upload video content to their own channel. This channel would be useful for showing off locations for tourist attractions, behind the scenes footage of new developments in your business and generally showcasing what your business has to offer.

Using any (or all) of these social media channels can potentially help you reach digital marketing goals in a lot of ways:

- **The platforms are usually free to use and have simple setups, making them a cost-effective method of reaching customers.**
- **You can place ads within your social media feeds on platforms like Facebook and Twitter and include links to your site or calls to action to drive traffic and leads.**
- **Including links from your business account on social media to your website can help to boost your website’s SEO potential.**
- **Customers can interact with you by ‘tagging’ your company name or sending you a message to ask questions or give feedback.**
- **Using a visual platform like Instagram can help people understand more about your brand, see your location and tell a story about your business.**
- **Engaging social media content is often shared widely, exposing your business to new audiences and increasing brand awareness.**
- **The audience potential is huge:** Statista reports that [Facebook has over 1.7 billion users](https://www.statista.com/statistics/272007/number-of-facebook-users-worldwide/) and that [Twitter has 300 million users](https://www.statista.com/statistics/272007/number-of-facebook-users-worldwide/).

Like every aspect of digital marketing, social media takes time. It’s best to choose one or two platforms that best fit your business and focus on them, rather than attempting to use all of them, at least to start with. If you have limited time, it might be best to start with Facebook as it is simple to setup and use, especially as you might already be using it personally and have a grasp of its features.

Anyone can view your entire business Facebook page without having to ‘like’ it, as business pages are completely open. This means the page is indexed by search engines, meaning anything you post can appear in search results (this does not happen with personal profile pages). You can share videos and images onto the platform too, making it a good all-round platform to begin with.

Because of the social aspect of these platforms, people view Twitter and Facebook as social networks, not marketing machines. That may mean that they’re less likely to see what you post as an advertisement and will be more likely to hear what you have to say. This can translate to serious web traffic when you link to your site and posts that market themselves as your friends and followers share what you’ve posted.

Social media also allows highly customisable ads. Facebook ads, for example, allow you to target users by things like location, interests, industry and even purchase history and the

---

**Checklist**

- **Choose the most suitable platform for your business and focus your attention there.** Each platform has its own setup guide and help section to guide you through.
- **Remember that some platforms are faster paced than others,** for instance Twitter users expect answers from a company quickly, so be aware of your time constraints.
- **Imagery and video makes posts stand out in newsfeeds and can be more engaging than text alone.** Refer to your checklist for including visual content on your website.
- **People often use the more visual platforms like Pinterest and Instagram for inspiration,** so this could be a great way to share pictures of your venue, hotel or attraction and make sure it links to your website to drive traffic.
- **LinkedIn might not be considered consumer friendly** but could be useful if you were looking to hire more staff or gain information on what competitors are doing.

---

#### Larger businesses with greater budget for advertising have used Snapchat’s Snap Ads. These are 10 second video ads that appear between stories on Snapchat. These help build brand awareness and promote businesses to users of the platform.
Case Study

Jimmy's Farm

Jimmy's Farm is a visitor attraction based in Ipswich, Suffolk, that has been running for 15 years. It currently hires around 30 full time staff, plus more during holidays and busier seasons. Alistair McMillan, Head of Marketing & Events explains how they approach social media.

"Jimmy's Farm has an account on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Our marketing team of two sets aside three days a week to dedicate to digital marketing, including updating the website and promoting events and offers across these social media platforms. It's a really easy way to promote the business. For us, cute animal photos work and long boring posts that aren't useful to our customers do not!"

Resources

If you want a full breakdown of social media, what it is and what it can do, read 'What Is Social Media? Explaining the Big Trend by LifeWire'—it's an extensive piece. MOZ frequently update their social media blog on a wide range of related topics.

Facebook Business covers the basics with their 'How to set up a Facebook Page for Your Company' guide. If you are already set up, and want to know how to build an active and engaged audience for your business, read Facebook's 'Promote Your Page' section.

Read 'Getting Started on Social Media' from HM Government to cover the basics, plus see links on most of the platform's set up guides aimed at small business owners.

"How to Start A Successful YouTube Channel for Your Business" from Wix covers the basics of getting started on the platform from a business perspective.

Paid advertising

The social media platforms we have looked at so far are free to use if you want to use them to connect and engage with customers. But it is also possible to use paid social advertising as a digital marketing tactic to reach customers and get your message out there. This is similar to using paid search instead of organic as we explained in the Google AdWords section.

Paid social advertising uses sponsored content or advertising to boost your website presence, products or services in third party feeds and pages. You are paying to display adverts and a cost is incurred depending on the type of ad you use. Many of them incur a cost per click (CPC). By choosing the specific audience you want to reach using a range of demographic tools, paid social can be a way to get your message to your customers or potential customers effectively, inexpensively, and efficiently.

Some important information about paid social advertising:

- Paid social advertising targeting options allow you to reach a highly targeted audience, so is a great option if you're looking to market to a specific group of potential or previous customers.
- You can set a budget beforehand to ensure you manage the cost of your ads.
- Due to the way platforms like Facebook control the content users see when they log on (called an algorithm), using paid social is becoming more necessary to reach people with your brand's message than by simply posting as normal.

It's important to consider the type of ads that will do well on specific platforms. For example, the wide variety of Facebook ad formats make it perfect for business-to-consumer (B2C) campaigns, whereas highly visual content will do better on Instagram for increasing web traffic and driving awareness.

Twitter ads help grow awareness and drive clicks to your website from

Paid social advertising uses sponsored content or advertising to boost your website presence, products or services in third party feeds and pages.
Case Study

GoApe

Paid social media campaigns are utilised by GoApe. Sophie explains:

“One paid social works well, allowing us to target new and existing customers by location, demographic and interest. Social media is a hugely personal space so generic brand campaigns never stand out. Experian Mosaic data is an extremely useful tool in being able to identify key groups of consumers vs our current core customer database. For example, looking at a regional level, we have created campaigns that focus on specific areas and specific demographics, such as the North of England. We also occasionally target customer groups we’d like to increase visibility with using an offer, for example ‘20% off Tree Top Adventure,’ focused around particular GoApe sites in their vicinity for a short period. Using Facebook Insights, Google Analytics and in-house data, we can then track and measure the impact of highly segmented paid social campaigns.”

Scheduling tools

If you have numerous social media accounts for your business, you might want to consider using a scheduling tool to help you manage them in a more efficient way. These are online tools that gather together your various accounts and put them into one dashboard, so you can see the separate feeds all in one place, plus you can schedule Tweets, posts and ads to go out at specific times that you choose. This way, you can plan your social campaigns when you have time in your schedule and take the time to ensure they reach the right audience at the right time.

There are a few different tools available, and some platforms have their own version - for example Twitter has TweetDeck - but the most commonly known are Buffer, Hootsuite and Sprout Social. Each one has a different look and feel, so choose the one that feels the easiest to use for your business. They have various priced plans to choose from, so factor this in to your digital marketing budget.

The benefits of scheduling your social media posts:

• It saves you time and can help social media from becoming a distraction. Once it’s scheduled you can focus your attention elsewhere, knowing that it’s covered.
• It keeps your business visible to your audience and potential customers at all times.

Resources

Read Facebook Business’s Facebook Ads guide for setting up and using paid ads. Most social media platforms will have a similar guide available through their site or app. If you’re already using some paid ads on social media platforms, but want to expand your knowledge or try something new, read ‘Paid Social for Content Marketing Launches’ from MOZ that suggests four tactics to try.

Checklist

✓ Social media is a more instantaneous way of connecting and invites conversation with customers, so be aware that some posts may not be suitable for scheduling.
✓ Make sure you use your scheduling tool’s full capabilities as many come with analytic components, so you can measure the performance of your posts.
✓ Avoid scheduling questions or posts that are likely to get a greater response from your customers at a time when you won’t be available to answer or respond.
✓ Analyse your post schedule to see if the timing can be better to achieve your set goals.

• It’s useful for when you want to reach your customers outside of business hours (weekends and public holidays etc), but don’t want to have to log in yourself outside of business hours to set posts or ads live.
• Your posts can be more spread out as opposed to sporadic bursts that might be lost in your customers’ social feeds.

If you have numerous social media accounts for your business, you might want to consider using a scheduling tool to help you manage them in a more efficient way.
As time can be precious when running a business, it makes sense to explore your options with scheduling. If you know that you want to post a certain number of times a week across two or more platforms but that you might not have time during the week to do so in the moment, you could schedule all messages for the coming week on a Sunday night for instance and then shift your focus to another area of running your business.

Some posts will not be suited to a schedule. Posts that require you to engage with your audience in a timely manner are better if you are available to be on the platform at that time. However, you can use a schedule to build excitement around a certain occasion, or a deal that will be live on a set date. You can still post valuable and shareable content but have time to manage other aspects of your business while it gets seen by your audience.

**Resources**

We mentioned TweetDeck, Lifewire also have an informational post [What is TweetDeck and Is It Only for Twitter?](https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-tweetdeck-and-is-it-only-for-twitter-5600830) all about this specific tool.

For more on scheduling in general, try [A Reference Guide for Social Media Scheduling – Tools and Tactics](https://www.razor-social.co.uk/a-reference-guide-for-social-media-scheduling/) from Razor Social. It covers the reasons it could benefit you, plus takes a look at the tools available.
Digital channels

Earlier in this toolkit we discussed ways to make sure your business is digital ready and how different aspects of digital can help you grow your revenue. This section will discuss some channels that can be explored by businesses who are more comfortable with digital and looking to go further.

While a significant portion of potential customers can be reached through the channels previously described, there are also consumers who want to use alternative ways of planning their trip. Digitally-mature tourism businesses can consider these extra channels as potential additional sources of revenue and customers. Here we cover some of the most common avenues for tourism businesses looking to take the next step in their digital journey.

TripAdvisor

There's no denying the power of reviews, with studies suggesting that up to 4 in 5 of all travellers check online reviews as part of their consideration when looking at a trip.

TripAdvisor has grown into the best-known provider of reviews in the travel and tourism sector, which can be both validation and a challenge for business owners. With reviews being posted, whether the business promotes itself on the site or not, it's key that operators are aware of what is being said about their business and have a plan of response if required.

To begin with:

- Start actively monitoring your online reputation by putting "(your business name) reviews" into a search engine. You will likely have results returned from sites such as TripAdvisor, a Google My Business listing or perhaps Yelp for food and drink. You can also receive reviews on Facebook.

- It's important to investigate these and note the frequency, average rating and common threads in the comments. This allows you to formulate the right strategy moving forward.

- If your business is only receiving a handful of reviews per month, but they are positive, these will be beneficial in pushing your business up in rankings on review sites. The more you can prompt your customers to leave reviews, especially if they are satisfied customers, the better. Make it easy for them to do so by putting direct links to your review profiles in multiple places such as a newsletter, your website or email communication.

- However, if there are some common customer service issues, or perhaps historical problems, then your strategy would be to put more effort into addressing and responding to those comments before actively seeking more.

Sites such as TripAdvisor work on much the same principle as Google My Business earlier in this toolkit. You start by claiming your business listing and getting verified as the owner. By going through this process, you have the opportunity to fully update your profile (including details on things such as photos, opening times or prices) and then to reply to reviews with an "Owner response".

When responding, it's important to be measured and remember than anything said online is very easily shared and potentially taken out of context. It's often best to acknowledge on a public platform and offer to continue the conversation privately. If you receive a negative review, then a standard format for a good customer service response is often: Acknowledge, Defuse, Detail, Resolve.

Following this pattern gives responses such as "Thank you for your comment (username). I'm sorry you didn't have a positive experience on your visit to us and want to say we take any feedback on board and would like to resolve this for you. I can see that you visited us on (date) and we didn't meet your expectations by (detail). We faced some significant operational challenges that day, and despite our best efforts we're very sorry that these affected your visit. That..."
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shouldn't have happened. In order to make this better, we'd like to contact you directly to see how we could renew your confidence in us.”

While there may be negative reviews, it’s also important to monitor and acknowledge positive ones, even a simple “Thank you, that means a lot for the team to hear.” This approach humanises your business and encourages repeat visits.

TripAdvisor has several paid advertising options, such as Sponsored Placements which push your business to the top of the listings. These work in a similar way to AdWords, with set budgets and opportunities to put in special offers. Here are ‘7 tips for making the most of placements’ from TripAdvisor if you decide to use them.

Resources
TripAdvisor have a significant TripAdvisor insights section which gives good background reading on the platform, from basic introductory guides through to how to respond to travellers leaving reviews, including negative ones.

The platform also publishes a more detailed official TripAdvisor Help and Support section which has a wealth of very practical advice and how you can use TripAdvisor as a business owner.

For some quick tips in optimising your listing and use of TripAdvisor, read ‘8 tips to get the most from your TripAdvisor listings’ from ReviewTrackers.

For more on Instant Booking through TripAdvisor read their FAQ piece on their site.

Metasearch and Online Travel Agents (OTAs)

These two terms are often mistaken for being one and the same; however, they do differ in both technological detail, the user experience, and critically how your business interacts with them.

The term metasearch refers to websites that take other search results then aggregates them together. In travel this typically refers to sites such as Kayak or Trivago (and indeed Google itself via its Hotel Ads feature). The definition of a metasearch site is that for a single product (usually accommodation) it brings in information and pricing from other websites and displays them in a comparative list for that hotel. Commonly, once a user selects the product they want, the user is referred to the booking site (usually an OTAs) to complete their purchase. The metasearch site charges the website which receives the traffic for the click.

An Online Travel Agents (OTAs) aggregates availability and pricing for thousands of hotels into one platform. The most common examples are the hotel booking websites such as Booking.com or Expedia. The OTA takes payment for the booking and collects customer details, then passes these on to the accommodation provider and charges a commission payment.

While the usual dynamic is that the metasearch providers collect information across OTAs and then pass the customer on once the price has been selected, there is an increasing blurring of the lines, with some introducing ‘book now’ options directly. In addition, OTAs are becoming more like metasearch providers where they are offering price comparison to retain the customer.

When evaluating the potential of these websites as sources of revenue for your business you need to weigh up several factors:

• All bookings via a third party will attract a commission, so while they do represent extra revenue, there is a cost.

• The intermediate platform owns the relationship with the customer, so are they more likely to repeat their booking directly, or via the website, with additional commissions?

• If you had 100 bookings via an OTAs, which cost a total of £2000, could you generate more profitable revenue with that cost by investing elsewhere?

• Consider the lifetime value of a customer. If they were to book again directly, you’ll potentially save subsequent commissions and gain a customer that might visit you several times in the future.

The term metasearch refers to websites that take other search results then aggregates them together.
Checklist

✓ Check the functionality of your existing booking systems to connect with OTAs and metasearch providers.

✓ Search for and claim your listings and ensure all details are accurate and fully featured.

✓ Create a financial model of the commissions paid when evaluating these channels.

✓ Check what commission is payable as different charges exist across different OTAs and platforms. This also applies to cancellation agreements. Read an 'Analysis of Major Online Travel Agencies' by Cloudbeds which is updated regularly and outlines changes and developments with OTAs.

• Be aware that some OTAs offer loyalty schemes that could make it harder for you to get bookings directly through your own site.

The benefit of OTAs is that the cost is borne only on successful bookings. However, OTA listings are often very price sensitive, as your listing is being compared to 100s of others in and around your location. Also, it’s hard to reflect special attractions of your property, such as painting workshops or being ideal for walkers and pet owners.

In some cases, you can log in and upload your information, pricing and availability manually. However, OTAs work best with automatic feeds of these through another system, usually a channel manager. This brings in details from your property management system (PMS) for rates and availability and then controls the distribution across a variety of online channels.

A channel management system might open up these markets more easily; they are often based on a commission model.

Resources
Some metasearch platforms offer help and advice for hotels around metasearch including Trivago’s Hotel Manager blog.

You can join and log in directly to metasearch providers such as Trivago or OTAs such as Booking.com or Expedia in order to edit and control the listing generated on their website.
As the national tourism agency - a non-departmental public body funded by the Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport (DCMS), VisitBritain/VisitEngland plays a unique role in building England’s tourism product, raising Britain's profile worldwide, increasing the volume and value of tourism exports and developing England and Britain’s visitor economy.